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Study visit Budapest Prison 

Budapest (Hungary), 10.02.2014 

Mr. Gábor Széles, Institute Commander, presented his organisation, after which the delegation performed a 
visit to the various prison departments. 

This prison is not only the biggest in Hungary but also the main centre from which prisoners are transferred 
to other prisons throughout the country. Today, there are appr. 18 000 prisoners in Hungary, which, just as in 
the UK, creates a problem of overcrowding: occupation of cells by nearly 150 %. The number of staff working 
at Budapest Prison is 350, which corresponds to 95 % of the prison’s needs. 

 

With the help of a government representative, the Commander explained to us that Hungarian prisons 
receive regular visits from the Council of Europe (Strassburg). The way in which they work with detainees for 
purposes of training, work experience, social activities, is comparable to other European countries. They also 
make use of support offered through European social integration funds. 
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The local trade union delegate, who is also national secretary general of FBVSZOSZ, the prison workers 
union of MOSZ, clearly found strength in the presence of a foreign trade union delegation. 

Over the years, the Hungarian prisons system has made progress, which, to an important extent, has been 
due to its relations with the Council of Europe’s CPT (European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and 
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment). 

We know how difficult it is to get away from old buildings, in a time of great financial uncertainty. 

Making use of new technologies in order to establish contacts between prisoners and judges (through web 
cam) and thus avoiding the time-consuming and expensive transport of prisoners has been started up and is 
going through a test phase. 

 

Helping prisoners to find a job, both within and later outside the prison, is an objective in which the Hungarian 
prisons system scores well. 

Cultural activities, library, fitness, are opportunities which are offered to prisoners. 

The government representative indicated that its government would like to provide more opportunities for 
team sports, but, unfortunately, the infrastructure does not allow this. 

We invite and look forward to welcoming our colleagues prison officers from Hungary to our next session of 
European trade unions from the Justice sector. 

 


